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are the results right? well, they generally are, but
not in all cases. its certainly not foolproof. there are
plenty of articles on the web (hundreds) explaining
the difference between ios and vlfs (and how they

are different), and when they are good or bad.
suffice to say that your customers performance

could be much better than it is. when we see people
that have no clue that there are other more useful

things we can do with our storage, and that it
doesnt make sense to sql server to make requests
to the same location over and over again (all the

time), we know their io is not good. think about it: if
your disk is so badly fragmented, how do you

expect an sql server to perform well? if you have
this disk, you really need to try to figure out what its
fragmentation is, get it sorted out, and then run the
tests again. did your disk do better after clean up? if

so, it doesnt sound like you have fragmentation,
and thats good. if not, then thats a problem. if the

disk did not improve at all, its more likely a severely
fragmented disk, and theres no amount of clearing

that will fix that. sorry to be so blunt. we are
running sql server 2012 standard edition, which

comes with enterprise edition as a default. we are
not running any of the other "intensive" editions.

the version of sql server is 11.x though, which runs
as well as there is for the latest sql server versions,
and we run sql server from 2008 r2 through 2014
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well, the simple answer is, that there are a few good
things that can be done, and a few bad things. the
good things are: storage smaller than the os itself,
massive ios on large platters, less overhead than

modern disk controllers, and a database log file that
is sized to fit the memory available to sql server,
but then again, the bad things include massive
fragmentation, lots of small files, not enough

contiguous free space, and lots of locks that are
difficult for sql server to take. if you have things

that do one or more of these, and you want to use a
single disk for sql server performance, then its

probably not a good idea to add such performance-
harming things as a raid-10, or stripe-size-optimized
8kb pages. we really like to keep the nasty stuff off

the performance-critical server, which is why we
have its own 4x500gb raid-10, and then take a drop
of ssds to layer in another "sweet spot" that is not a

performance-critical server at all. its a 2u mid-
ranged machine with a sql server, and it gets

20-30% of the application's io. its like, our little
quiet, not-so-very-high performance server. nice.

and it handles all of our databases (30ish), plus the
some background stuff like our backup services,

replication, and so on. 5ec8ef588b
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